Ensure the safety of your employees as they return to the workplace environment using a scalable and cost effective solution designed for organizations with multiple locations and geographies.

**Employee Digital Health Screening**

NEW!

**Executive Leaders**
Receive real-time reporting on the number of employees screened and those denied entry.

**HR Departments**
Track employees that are in self-quarantine or that have been asked to work remotely.

**Managers and Supervisors**
Monitor the wellness of all your employees at the start of each work day or shift.

**Safetemps Provides Reporting for Business Leaders Across Your Organization**

**Reopen Confidently.**

- Use a touchless thermometer to instantly and precisely measures employee temperature.
- Screen with a ready-to-use, questionnaire that will identify individuals that are at-risk and should be denied entry.
- Make data-driven decisions about the wellness of your workforce using enterprise-wide reporting tools.
An IoT Platform for Employee Safety

Safetemps from SmartSense provides quickly deployable software and hardware to provide unparalleled visibility into employee wellness for organizations of all sizes.

How Safetemps Works

1️⃣ Employee asked to work from home

2️⃣ Employee temperature checked with touchless thermometer

3️⃣ Results of all screenings are instantly saved to the cloud for reporting.

Screening Simplified.

Safetemps ships complete with a ready-to-use employee health questionnaire to minimize upfront setup. Safetemps is also configurable to support screening of customers, vendors, or any other visitors to your location.

For more information about Safetemps from SmartSense visit smartsense.co/safetemps or call 1-866-806-2653